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THE CITY OF AUGUSTA 
  

WILLIAM R. BRIDGEO 
 CITY MANAGER 

TO: Mayor and City Council 
FROM: Bill Bridgeo 
RE: Administrative Report 
DATE: March 6, 2017 
 
Meetings: 
 
On Tuesday, March 7th there will be an Age Friendly Advisory Committee Meeting in 
Conference Room A beginning at 5:30 p.m. 
 
There will be a City Council Informational Meeting on March 9, 2017 beginning at 6:30 p.m. in 
Council Chambers.  Agendas are included in your Council Packets. 
 
Other Items: 
 
On September 17, 2015, Council authorized me to execute final documents necessary for the 
City to accept ownership of the Howard Hill, subject to review by the City Attorney. In the 
course of that review (and related discussion with representatives of the Kennebec Land Trust 
and state government), Attorney Mike Lane (a partner of Steve Langsdorf) has flagged a concern 
that relates to an open-ended obligation the City would need to agree to as part of the three-party 
agreement between the City, KLT and the State. In an accompanying memorandum to you, I 
discuss this in greater detail. The bottom line, however, is that you, as the City’s policy-makers 
are the ones with the authority to make the type of commitment that the State requires to make 
this project happen, not me. I continue to believe that the positive benefits of the Howard Hill 
acquisition and conservation easement justify some assumption of risk that the State may 
someday require some unanticipated City financial resources for the property but in the end you 
must make that determination. 
   
Last week, Ralph St. Pierre, his deputy Tracy Roy and I concluded meetings with bureau and 
department directors reviewing their 2017-2018 budget submissions. This week Ralph, Tracy 
and I will formulate my proposed budget for next year and, over the next couple of weekends, I 
will craft the manager’s message and by the end of the month you will have a finished product 
for review, modification and adoption. I can tell you now that a combination of factors on both 
the revenue and expenditure side will make this a challenging process (at both my level and 
yours).  
 
In addition to the Howard Hill project agreement discussion, we have a number of items on the 
agenda for this week’s informational meeting. We have confirmed the ability of the blasting 
consultant (Mark Peterson) from Freeport to join us along with our attorney, Kristin Collins – so 
that conversation can proceed. Also, Development Services has developed a draft Request For 
Proposals for a housing project at the Kennebec Lockes. My understanding is that there are, at 
this time, at least two credible developers interested in pursuing this.       
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Also, we own a piece of tax-acquired property – a vacant lot at 8 Maine Street (off lower Sewall 
Street) – that would be suitable for single-family home construction. I’m proposing that you give 
me authority to list the property with our contracted real estate agent, Matt Pouliot and that the 
terms of sale include a requirement that the buyer construct a single family home on the site 
within eighteen months of purchase. We have advertised this property for sale by sealed bid on a 
couple of occasions (it has an assessed value of $28,000) in the past without any response. 
Copies of the Assessor’s property card and a site map are enclosed. 
 
Finally, the Historic District Review Board has formulated recommendations for Council action 
and they are included in this meeting’s agenda. Please refer to Matt Nazar’s enclosed 
memorandum for explanation. 
 
Copy: Department and Bureau Directors 
 Augusta Legislative Delegation 
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